Dn Robert E. Barlow to Sp eak
At Recognition Assembly • '
Dr. Robert F. Barlow , 35 , a former Colby College economics professor , will retu rn to C olby to speak
at the Recognition Assembly, May % 1963. Dr. Barlovr received his undergraduate degree cum laude
fr om Colb y in 1950, his Master of Arts degree from the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts
University in 1951, and his PhD. in .economics from the Fletcher School in 1960. In his graduate work
at the Fletcher School he specialized in international trade. He has also studied at the London School
of Economics under a Fulbright award in 1951-1952; the Institute of International Law at the Hague,

Ogilvy App ointed To
Board of Trustees

Sesquicentennial
To Come To
Fitting Close

On Saturday, May 18, the Student Body of Colby College will
sponsor a semi-formal dance in cona.memoration- of the institution's
15,0th anniversary. The attire for thie
event will be formal for the women,
and semi-formal for the men. That
is , the men may wear either tux ,
white jacket or dark suit.
The Sesquicentennial Year,, one
which has seen superior cultural and
social events for the college, should
reach an exciting climax on the
weekend of May 18. On two successive night s prece ding the danc e,
the college will hear the Honorable
Stewart L. Udall, Secretary of the
Interior and the Honorable Eavrl
Warren , Chief Justice of the Su¦
preme Court. Thus," the Sesquicen^
tennial Ball will provide a fitting
close to the year, with a unique oppor tun it y f or everyone connec ted
with Colhy to gather at what
prom ises to be a social event
singular in tlie history of the Ma,yflower Hill campus.
The Les and Larry Elgart Orchestra will provide dance music from
9 P. M, to 1 A. M,, as students,
faculty, staff and friends of the college gather simultaneously to celebrate Colby's cen'tury-an-a-half of
educational leadership.
Tho Elgart Orchestra , generally
considered the finest dance orchestra in America, consists of alumni
of some of America 's greatest dancebands , such as those of Harry
James j Bunny Berrigan , Hal McIntyre , Tommy Dorsey, Charlie
Spivdk , Woody Herman , and many
others.
Forming a hand of their own in
1945, by 1953 the Elgarts had what
thoy wanted — a hand with a
sound , a direction, and an idea of
its own. Basing their efforts on the
"Dancing Sound" idea , they had
collected a group of gifted musicians
steeped in tho jazz tradition , who
woro capable of fine ensemble playing. , On May 14, 1953, the band
signed as Les Elgart and His Orchestra , and was in Oolumbia'f-i famous 30th street studio on tho historic "Sophisticated Swing " recording date. It was the shot heard
round tho record world . Overnigh t,
tho Elgart's first album became far
and away the host-soiling dawcoband album in ' tho industry.
Tho Elgart Band was off to tho
races. Thoy captured every danco
hand popularity poll in sight. As
ono ho8t-8olling album followed on
tho hool s ' of tho last , tho band was
paid tho sinoorost form of flattery
from other ' camps. No now orchestra
in years had aroused so muoh enthusiasm and so immediftto a
response from all sog;monts of tho
dancing public. On tho road , tho
band was playing' to capacity audi-

David Ogilvy, one of the nation's best known advertising executives,
has been elected to the board of trustees of Colby College.
Announcement was made Saturday, April 27 , by Reginald H. Sturtevant (Livermore Falls, Me.) chairman of the board , following its
spring meeting at the Union Club in , Boston.
Ch airman of th e firm of Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, (New York
City) the advertising agency which He was educated in Scotland and
he founded 14 years ago, Ogilvy at Christ Church, Oxford , where he
was recently described by TIME won a scholarship in modern histm agaz in e as "the most sought after ory. During World War DT he was
wizard in today's advertising in- a member of the British Intellidustry."
gence Service and later served as
Second Secretary at the British Embassy in Washington.

ences. Arrangements were constantly added to the. hand's booh
and were conceived and played for
dancing, yet were inventive enough
to challenge the creative ability of
the band members.
Today, should yo u ash anyone in
the music business, "Who is known
as the trumpet player's trumpet
player ?" , the name of Les Elgart
would be repeated as often as the
question were asked. To receive the
distinction of being so dubbed, lies
Elgart had to gain the appreciation
of critical musicians and demanding
audiences throughout the country.
However, for t Les Elgart it was
no long hard climb to success. He
simply played and people loved his
music. It was -just a matter o'f time
before everyone got to know him.
Before, he started his own band,
Les experienced attributes and pitfalls of the leading bands of the
country. He did this as a featured
David Ogilvy
trumpet player with Bunny Berrigan, Gharji e Spiyak, 'Harry James, ¦'» .-JonA. Fredriksoir^- - .?*/ ¦ ¦
^ Herman, Hal Mclntyre and
Woody
Secretary
Billy Rutterfield. He was featured
Betsy Crockett
in the movie, "Wintertime," with
Jane Lewis
Sonja Henie and played with RayCLASS OF 1965
mond Scott on CBS radio. He was
President
heard on the Eddie Cantor Show
¦
James Foxman
with Connie Boswell and on many
•
Rod Gould
other leading radio programs.
Stuart Itakoff
Du ring Les' association with
these groups , he gathered his own
Vice-President
ideas on how a han d should he
Jay Gronlund
built, plus a definite conception of
William Neil .
the sound it should -moke. Of course,
Albert Sefarian , Jr.
these ideas changed as "now im-

Ogilvy, 51 years of age, is a former associate director of Dr. George
Gallup's Audience Research Institute at Princeton ; a director of the
New York Philharmonic Symphony
and the Castle Hill Foundation at
l
Ipswich, Mass.
His advertising agency numbers
among its clients the U.S. government ; International Business Machines ; Sears Roebuck ; Shell Oil ;
Steuben Glass ; General Foods ;
Hathaway Shirts ; International Paper ; Pepperidge Farm ; the Government of Puerto Rico ; and Schweppes.
He is married to the former Anne
Cabot of Boston and has one son
who is a junior at the University of
, ,
, ,. . .
Virginia.

Powder & Wig
Presents Award
Winning Musical

POWDER & WIG
Opera ", PowThreepenny
"Tho
s
production
of Bertolt
der and Wig'
musical
award-winning
s
Brecht'
comedy,, will give its final performTreasure r
ances tonight and tomorrow night
Continued on Page Five
David Parish
at 8 p.m. at the • Waterville Opera
Sally Thompson
House.
Secretary
The show, the longest running
Margo Beach
musical in tho history of the New
CLASS OF 19S6
York theatre — it ran a year and
President
a half longer than "My Fair Lady"
Thomas Day
— will feature a Broadway actor,
Peter Fellows
Daniel Pollack, as tho notorious
Philli ps Kindy, Jr.
thief ;, Mack the Knife. Pollack has
CLASS OF 1964 :
appeared
in over forty stage, film
Vice-President
President
and
television
productions including
Lawrence
Eckel
Daniel George
Tenth
Man,"
"The Roots of
"Tlie
Ed
Phillips
.
Donald Gilbert
and
"Omnibus."
Heaven
",
Erik
Thorson
Morgan McGinloy
"The othor m embers of tho cast,
T reasur er
James Valhouli
all
Colby students, include Molly
Vice-President
Michael Clivner
as Polly Peachum. Molly
Giddings,
Richard Gilmore
Jack Sober
was
tho
acclaimed
musical comedy
Bruce Waldman
Secretar y
sensation
of
last
year's
"Guys and
/
Andy Woiland
Virginia Grelotti
Dolls,
Penhalo
appears
as
IJavid
"
Treasurer
Sandra Shaw
the
proprietor
of
a
shop
hor
father,
James Brassem
Roberta Tracy
selling costumes and licenses to beggars. His dipsomaniaoal wifo is
played by -Cynthi a Carroll. Joan
Phillips , another . featured player ,
portrays Mack's other wifo. Gerry
Ziontara characterises tho Commissioner of Police.
The play . is sot in tlio slums of
London , where J. J. Poachum controls tho hogging racket, His daughter , Polly, who posos as a pur©
young thing, marries Mack tlio
Knife , tho notoriou s criminal ,
against hor father 's wishes. Tho
broad , rollicking melodram a unfolds
in an atmosph ere of betrayals and
counter-betrayals among London 's
lowest typos,
Tickets , at .$2.00 each , may ho
purchased in tho Spa or at tho door
Daniel Pollack and Moll y Giddings . Stars of "Thre epenny Opera " before tho performance.

Your Class
Officer ,
Candidates

Profess or Robert F. Barlo w
and Harvard University Summer
School. Dr. Barlow taught economics at Colby for nine years and also
served as administrative assistant to
President Strider. He left Colby last
year when ho was selected to be the
first Dean of the Whittemore School )
of Business and Economics at the
University of New Hampshire.
Dr. Barlow has been assistant director and economist for the Project
on Aging of the Northeastern Research Foundation, Inc., and was
co-author of "The Aged in the State
of Maine", a report prepared for the
White House Conference on Aging
in 1960.
He has done considerable research
£n natural resources. His "Report
on the Allagash to the Natural Resources Co-unoil of Maine" for the
Conservation " Foundation of New
York , of which he was the co-author
last year, has received-national attention .
In 1957, Dr. Barlow was a Fellow
of the Merrill Center in Economics
at Amherst College and he ¦was a
consultant on tax policy to the 1960
pre-legislaturo conference of tho.
Maine Legislature.
Dr. Barlow is a native of Cambridge, Mass. He attended schools
in Waterville, Maine before enrolling at Colby. He is married arid tho
father of four children.

Twelve Seniors
Honored By
Phi Beta Keys

TWELV E SENIORS
On April 20, the 1963 elections to
Phi Beta Kappa were announced by
tho Phi Beta Kappa faculty committee. Selection of members was
mado upon investigation of the academic tehievemont, distribution of
courses , niimhor of advanced courses and general improvement. Tho
initiation banquet will tako place on
May 20 at the Elmwood Hotel. "
Tho following are the now members of Phi Beta Kappa : Mary E.
Brown , French ; Jean A. Eielson ,
French ; Susan S. Fenn (Mrs,),
.French; Robort J. Gula , Classics ;
Jon F. Hall , Geology ; Brian G. McAlary, Chemistry ; Laura Nowman ,
French ; Cynthia J. Peters, Gorman; Sally. Ann Proctor , Classics ;
Anno M. Quirion , French j ¦Marjorie
R. Walton , Philosophy ; William H.
Withoroll , Economics.

There will bo an Open House
at tho President ' s homo on Sunday evanln g/* May cth , at eight
o'olook. Students aro cordia lly
Invited to oomo and listen to
pootry recording s and to J oin In
discussion*
•
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Editorial:

To- the Editor

Who's To Judge?

. It was obvious to those who attended the meeting held last Tuesday to elect three freshmen members to the men's Judiciary that the
present method of election is inadequate. In fact , it is more than inadequate; it is a travesty of the democratic 'election ' process.
The basic problem with .the present system is that the people who
must choose the new members should not be doing the choosing. They
are eminently unqualified.' The new judges,are chosen by the male
members of the student government council which is largely composed
of upperclassmen. Most of .these upperclassmen have had little contact with the freshmen . As it turned, out , the nine members of t he
council who turned up at the election meeting (14 members of the
council were eligible to vote) seemed to know only those freshmen
who lived in their dorm or frat house. Ironicall y, those absent from
the meeting (the frosh class rep. and the 2 IFC reps.) were probably
in the best position to help the council reach an informed decision.
The obvious conclusion is that the freshmen must somehow chqose
their own reps, for Men 's Judiciary. Freshmen are the only ones in a
position to vote intelligently on the candidates. The argument has
of ten been given that if the freshmen men choose their own representatives, then the election will become a popularity contest. This is
probably not the case. As the recent Stu. G. elections would seem \o
indicate, candidates are chosen on the basis of platform and achievement, not personality. Th e fr eshmen men will undoub t edly realize
that the men th ey choose may someday be in a position of power directly concerning their future.

How You Gonna Keep Em
Down On The Farm?
Reprinted Mt. Holyoke News, April 26 , 1963

"Wh y do students abandon the elm-shaded tranquility of campu

At the April 22 meeting of
Studen t Government , the Council voted unanimously to petition
the Board of Trustees for a $6.00
increase in the Activities Fee. At
their meeting in Boston ,. the
Trustees tabled the motion until
the June meeting due to an alleged lack of proof of need for
the increase and also insufficient
evidence of student support. It is
with regard to this that this
article is being written. Student
Government is asking for the
su pport of each student in our
effort to get the increased fee.
The income resulting from the
fee increase is planned for use in
the following areas : Radio Colby,
increased class allocations wit h
an emphasis on giving suffici ent
funds
for
graduation , and
further support of those orga nizations already receiving fundsThere has not been an increase
for general use since 1959. It is
felt by both the Financial Committee an dthe entire Student
Government that the increa se
would enable Student Government to put into effec t its
present and propose d plan more
effectively. A referendu m on this
issue is being held in conjunction with the class elections this
Monday. It is hoped that you will
at this time give your supp ort to
the increase . If there are any
questions on this , Jack Lockwood , Bob Drewe , Bob Dyer or
Dick Geltman will be glad to
answer them.
J. L.

schools for the clangor and discordance of New York City ? And will
more students turn to urban colleges and universities in the future?"
TO THE EDITO R
This question is asked b y David Boroff in the New York Times' article on "Th e Asphalt . Campus." One must question the. need for a I am writing this comment in resdiver sity of colleges in ar eas bo t h u rban and rur al and the st u den t's ponse., to the article on the Psychology Department which appeared in
desires du r ing his college education.
las t week's Echo. I feel that many
Mr. Boroff states that students desire the city for the variety of ac- aspects of tlie Department (besides
tivities which, are not offered on a wood-studded campus. Granted the that the introductory course is too
easy) were left out. ' For example,
city college has more to offer in the theater, arts , music, and "real tlie Psychology Department has relife", but this is not to assume that all education or maturity can be ceived a Grant from the • National
Science Foundation. One part of the
gleaned from the avant garde theater around the corner .
gran t sponsors two students who
The essential question here is not tlie ph ysical place of learning, wish to study and work in the field
but what the student wishes to gain from his education. Should not of animal behavior to do so at the
an education be an experience which teaches one to think, to exer- Jackson Memorial Laboratories , Bar
cise one's mind crea t iv ely and independ ently of external pr essures and Harbor , Maine, during January.
Another part of the grant is for
world problems as in the old universities? The campus college does student-faculty research . This year
certainl y afford this particular atmosphere.
the area of study is Perception , and
tho research is under the direction
Mr. Boroff s point that students can learn of life and of scholarof Dr. James Fozard . The departship in the big city is valid, bu t is certainly not essential to a' college ment has recently purchased (with
education.
funds from the NSF) a tachistas-
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cope which projec ts words on a
screen up to hundredths of a second for the perception studies.
This leads to another aspect of
the Psychology Department which
h as b een overloo k ed , i.e. the tremendous opportunity for individual
research and close student-tfaculty
relations. The encouragement and
interest that the professors in this
department show toward their majors is definitely something to be
desired .in many other departments.
The equipment involved in the
field of Experimental Psychology is
quite expensive ; and when feasible,
students are encouraged to build
apparatus with proper supervision.
A course in Clinical Psychology used
to be offered here at Colby, hut it
was found to overlap to a great extent with the present course in Abnormal Psychology. I am sure tliat
the department would welcome more
room for their laboratory than 409
Lovejoy, for much of the equipment
that the department does have cannot be set up due to lack of space.
In su m ma tion , the Psychology
Department offers much in the line
of individual work (which can
count for credit-Special Topics), an
oppor tuni ty t o'1 really get into the
major on .almost an individual student-faculty relationship, and a
good prepara tion f or grad u at e sch ool
if that is desired. ,
Marsha Palmer '63
TO THE ED ITOR

To the Editor :
A subject of continual concern at
Colby is student apathy. Criticizing
of this sort has been especially directed at the fraternity-sorority system which is fel t fosters this attitude. Under the increased pressure
from the administration , faculty,
and the alumni , these organisations
have become more conscious of th eir
responsibility to the institution , as
indica ted by increased lecture att endance , academic concern, and the
greater number of teas to which it
has subjected the faculty throughout the winter.
I think it is now necessary howover , to make it clear that a critic
has as much responsibility as does
(ho objec t of his criticism.
On Friday , April ,26 , the Delta
Kappa. Epsilon — Delta Delta Delta
faculty tea took place. One year ago
this function was a great success.
This year some trouble had been
taken to make it even better. Invitations were sent to 150 Colby
peop le. Tho largest part of this number was , or cou rse , sent to the faculty.

Following the tea, the guest register showed the names of six faculty,
two wives, and one administrator.
The facts are clear enough.
- There are reasons: which excuse
the poor representation to some extent. There was an. important Boston meeting to which the administration and members of the faculty
had to travel. Anotber was a discussion with a guest lecturer in which
very few faculty took interest. (This
conflict in terms of both social regulations and common courtesy was
poorly handled.) But these hardly
balance the poor example set by the
faculty. I can understand that the
"tea circuit" during the past
months has been a tiring routine,
but then any responsibility is to
some extent a burden.
Perhaps the preacher for honesty 's sake should be less righteous.
Students who are planning to
return to Colby next fall will
elect courses from Tuesda y, May
7 throu gh Thursday , May 23.
The procedure for the election of
courses is to pick up materials
at the Recorder 's Office in the
Eustis Building, make an appointment with the departmental ,
adviser , and then complete the
election ,forms with the adviser ' s
help and approval.
It is advisable to make an
early appointment , for faculty
members will not have enough
time to take care of all advisees
in the final days of the course
election period. Students who return in the fall and have not
elected courses in the spring are
subject to a fine.

Folk Sing

Society Presents
Final Hoot

The Colby Folk Song Society will
presen t its final hootenanny of this
school year on Sunday evening, May
5th , at 7 :00 p.m . in the Roberts
Union co-ed lounge. The proceeds
from this hoot will go entirely to a
Ford Foundation Scholarship Fund
which will be awarded annually heginning in 1962-1963.
The Folk song Society urges all
who are interested in folk music to
attend as this promises to be . the
finest hootenanny of the year.
Anyone who attended the last
Continued on Page Three

Tf ie Art Dep artment
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As a senior at Colby T look hack
on four years of change and progress. Through the generous gifts of
alumni and. friends , our campus has
neared completion. The intellectual
level of the faculty and of the student hody has risen markedly. Colby 's standing, among comparable
colleges across the nation has alsd
risen to heights unparalleled in the
college's history. Colhy is moving
ahead almost too quickly for comprehension, but as a senior, I find
myself wondering exactly where
Colby will find itself , when it stops
to catch its breath. Where is Colby
going an'd why ?
When we think about the January
Program, and the acclaim which it
has brought to Colby, and 6f the
Ford Foundation Grant, we are encouraged. But to those of us who
feel an involvement beyond the transient student relationship to the college, many of the answers are rather
discouraging. Many of us in the se-*
nior class, who feel a rather warm
kinship to Colby and its professed
values, into which we entered four
years ago, see that Colby deteriorating before our eyes. I am certainly not a reactionary. I want to see
Colby progress, and take its rightful place among the top colleges,
but if the present trends here continue, I doubt that that will happen . ;
In looking objectively at the colCam pus Comment is a department open to contributions from
our readers. They may write on
any subject they choose , with
the editors retainin g the right
to select printabl e manuscri pts
on the basis of literac y and content. Campus Comment does not
necessarily reflect ECHO or cam- !
pus majorit y opinion .
^"" ^ ^ ^ ^^# »> ^-^
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lege, the most crucial development

in recent years is the complete, although gradual, taking over of decision making and power by the faculty, or that portion of the faculty
which is- active outside of the
class*v , '
room. This group is anxious to shape
Colby ' s future , and does not deny
it. They'are turning Colby into an
intellectually superior college, hut
FOLK SING
Continued from Page Two
hoot and heard such numbers as
Jay Smith's "Chandler 's Wife",
Nancy Green's "Woody Knows
Nothing", Eric Thorson's "Wars of
Germany ", Helen Grand' s beautiful renditions of " "Copper Kettle"
and other ballads, or Gordie Bowie
— The Scruggs pickin, Carter lickin,
harmonica blowin original ethic or
original numbers like "The Tallrin
Colhy Blues ", will be thrilled to
know that we look forward to an
even finer promise from all those'
performers. Anyone who missed the
March hodtenanny should make a
double effort to attend this one.
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to the sorrow of many, in doing so
they are excluding all else. This
trend from a "grass roots " college,
which all admit was necessary, is
now tending to stifle everything except the academic side of Colhy.
This group is making fundamental
changes in Colby by -using the important areas of power in the administration to shape what they obviously feel will be a better college. The discouraging aspect is that
no outside opinions are asked for,
wanted, or even listened to. One
small group of forty or fifty people
is turning Colby into something entirely different from what we as
freshmen entered, and what alumni
and friends have been financially
and morally supporting through
thirty years of painstaking building.
The first area where control has
been usurped, and where results are
more than obyious on the surface,
is in the admission of freshmen.
Where the Director of Admissions
used to have personal discretion in
admitting freshmen, a faculty committee now has the final say. Since
we
have
this system was initiated
^
seen a new phenomenon in the student body, the offbeat intellectual.
This group is solely academically
oriented and is not interested in becom i ng "involved." They are .not interested in athletics , fratern ities,
clubs or groups. .This , pseudo -arty
group has increased fifty-fold over
the last- four years, and one assu mes th at as applications for admission continue to - increase each
year it will eventually constitute
the majority of Colby students. The
more wholesome, well-rounded as
well as intelli gent type of individual
which , in the not to distant past
was the core of Colby's student
body, is all but disappearing, and is
now the familiar hutt .of pseudosophisticated ridicule by the faculty
and by this new and quickly growing segment' of the student body.
Because of the current trend in
ad mi ssi ons , we are faced with the
prospect of an academically lopsided Colby. There are many examples
in recent years of students who
were thorou ghly well-rounded individuals as woll as excellent students.
To limit admission to those who are
solely intellectually oriented is certainly to do a diservice to the college and to its supporters.
Another area in which the faculty has taken over control is that of
athletics. At one time an alumni
group was entirely in charge of athletics,, including tho paying of
coaches' salaries. Over the' past ten
years this situation has evolved to
the point where there is now a
"Faculty Committee on Athletics."
Alumni are not invited to participate
,;
Today , athletics are looked upon
with distaste by the powers that bo.
It is thought that athletics and athContinued on Page Four
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The study of art varies a great
deal among, colleges since, by its nature,- the aspects which can be emphasized are numerous. Here at
Colhy, the historical approach is
stressed primarily ; however this is
not to say that there is no opportunity for the creative person to
learn in the studio as well as in the
classroom.
The "historical approach" is characterized by an emph asis on the
general trends in Art from ancient
times to'the present. The major artists or architects of each period
are viewed, interpreted, and criticized. The analytic tools necessary
for this type of study are taught in
the beginning survey course. Art
121-122 is not only excellent preparation for the prospective major , but
is invaluable to any person who
wishes to acquire an overall knowledge of art and the increased perception that comes with this. The
material is presented clearly and
interestingly, and the set up of the
course, which provides for one disT
cuss-ion period for every two lectures enables the student to apply
the tools lie has learned as soon as
possible.
The number of advanced history
courses, which concentrate on specific/ trends or periods , is not nearly
enough to satisfy the interested student. Some courses are not offered
every year; others cover too great
a sp an , and should perhaps be
broken down into two or more courses. One example of this is Modern
Art . The whole problem stems from
the fact that the department is
comprised of only three professors.
While they could not provide a more

interesting and varied group — historian , architect , and artist — it is
physically impossible for tlhem to offer a sufficiently large program of
courses and at the same time to assume responsibility for the art gallery ' and the many events that take
place in the Bixler Center.
Moreover, Senior majors have expressed the desire for more courses
which examine in detail three or
four particularly outstanding artists. In addition, they feel that the
discussion period is a . great asset
and should not he omitted from the
larger courses like Modern or American Art.
The amount of outside reading expected of the student is limited, the
study of art depending largely on
visual perception, and for this reason only one or two hooks are required for all the history of art and
architecture courses offered by the
department. This should not rule
out the possibility of having more
paperbacks pertaining to the courses available for purchase. The new
Bixler Lihrary is growing and is already more than adequate for most
research ; but before exams and papers the demand for the books exceeds the supply. >
A final comment pertaining to the
history courses — if it were possible to h ave m ore discussi on periods ,
clas ses coul d perh aps t ak e great er
advantage of the gallery "by holding
meetings there and basing assignments on some of the paintings. It
is generally felt that one of the most
beneficial aspects of the senior seminar was the work done in the gallery or from original works.
The studio courses in the practic-

Strider Speaks:
The Role Of
Colby Trustees

The ultimate authority, in an educational institution generally rests
in a Board of Trustees or its equivalent. Their function is a tremendously important one, and yet I
think it is true that this function is
not usually understood either by
the general public or by the students. It occurs to me, therefore,
that it migh t he useful for me to
say a little about the Colhy Board
and what ifc does.
The Board of Trustees of Colhy
College consists at the moment of
twenty-seven persons. Nine o'f these
are elected directly by the alumni,
the others . elected hy the Board itself. Nearly half the present ¦members are engaged in some sort of
business ; banking, insurance, advertising, manufacturing, and various
other kinds , large and, small. Several are members of faculties of other
educational institutions. Two are
lawyers, one is a newspaper publisher , ono is a newspaper editor,
one is the executive director of a
woll known national social service
organisation , one is a prominent figure in the field of hospital administration, three are ladies wha are not
professional educators but who have
shown a vital interest in educational
problem's, and one is our own President-Emeritus, There are in addition two representatives to the
Board from our own faculty, elected
by the faculty,
Tho trustees meet 'as a full Board
regularly four times a year : during
the fall term on tho Colby campus,
in January and in April in Boston,
and finally on Oonmmoncomerit
Weekend at Colby. From timo to
time special meetings aro, called,
suoh as last July after tho announcement of the Ford Foundation
grant so that tho administration
Board for embarking upon the Ford
Foundation challenge campaign.
Tho principal work of tho Board
is accomplished , however, not in
those full meetings but through a
and Fon n who Coach H olt p r aised
Oontinuod on Pago Seven

¦
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April 29. 1963
The Council met at 2:00 p.m. pursuant to
a motion in the Council on April 22 , 1963.
President Steve Schoeman presided. Foss,
Men's Judiciary, and Interfaith were not represented. The Secretary 's minutes were read
and approved . The Treasurer reported a cash
balance of $706.63 and a sinking f und balance
of $928.21 .
ANNOUNCEMENTS AND OLD BUSINESS:
1. President Schoeman reported that the
Board of Trusttees, in their meeting of April
26, 1963, voted to table the proposal for the
$6.00 increase in the Student Activity Fee
Two reasons for this action were given: a)'
that the increase is not necessary or pressing •
b) further proof is needed that this increase
is desired by the students. A motion was
made by Miss Koch and passed unanimously
by the Council that the. question of the $6.00
increase in the Student Activity Fee be submitted to the student body in a referendum
to be held on Monday, May 6, 1963. President Schoeman also read to the Council a
letter which was"- sent to Presiden t Strider
concerning the action of the Board of
Trustees.
2 Constitutional Revisions: Vice-President
Nye at this point in the proceedings, was appointed to the chair and presided for the remainder of the meeting. President Schoeman,
as chairman of the Constitutional Revisions
Committee, recommended that the .Council
accept the revisions proposed by said committee. Each article was discussed and voted
upon individually.
A motion was made by Mr, Thorson and
passed unanimously by the Council that we
accept Article VIII on parliamentary authority
as follows:
The rules contained in Robert 's Rules of
Order Revised shall govern the Association in
all cases to which th ey are applicable and in
which they are not inconsistent with tlie bylaws, the constitution , or the special rules
•
of the Association.
A motion was made by Mr Schoeman and
passed unanimously bv the Council to accept
Articl e IX on Amendment , Referendum , and
Recall as fol .lows:
Section I —¦ Amendment
Constitutional revision may be proposed
nt any meeting of the Council. After approval
of two-thirds of the membership of tlie
Council , the publication of the proposed
amendments in two consecuti-ve Issues of the
Echo, and the posting s of the proposed
amendments on the Student Government Association bulletin board , such amendments
shall then be submitted to the vote of the
entire student body. The amendments snail
be valid to all Intents and purposes , as part
of this ' constitution , when voted by ballot by
nt least fifty percent of the student body
nnd ' when ratified by a simple majority of
those casting ballots .
Section II — Referendum _
^
at
Any student may petition tlie Council
any meeting for a general referendum , out
to
honor
the
obliged
the Council is not
petition unless the following procedure has
been executed •
a) A motion for a general referendum on
nny issue shall originate in the Council ;
b) If the motion Is passed by a simple
majority of the ' members present in the
Council , then a -petition for referendum, with
not less than 75 signatu res must be honored
at the following: meeting, The, referendum
must then be held at tlid earliest possible
date.
The decision of the vote of the student
body shall be binding If , and only If , nt
least fifty percent of the students h ave voted
In accordance with the election rules herein ,
Section III — Recall
Officers of the Association and members
of the Council may be recalled by a two-

al application of art are even more
limited in number than the history
cou rses, which is to be expected
considering the orientation of the
department. However, the loudest
cry of the art maj ors is for more
studio courses. Since the desire to
major in art is most often based on
an interest in the more practical
aspects such as drawing, painting,
sculpturing and so forth, it is a
shame that students aren't offered
greater opportunity for constructive
practice along these lines. A studio
course dealing with the basics of interior decorating run simultaneously
with the architecture course is one
of many possibilities. The studio
courses already being given are excellent -and with the new huilding,
there is room for expansion in this
area. Again the inability of one professor to do the work of two or
three is the problem.
The criticisms are submitted by
students who are convinced that art
is a worthwhile major, and are interested in its continued growth and
improvement. In the final analysis,
the art department can only be
viewed as one of the better departments at Colby. The Bixler Center,
which houses in one building a lihrary, gallery, and fully equipped
studios , makes possible the close association of faculty and students
which the department enjoys. The
professors also encourage each individual student in every way possible to develop his own unique talent within the field or.art. Proof of
this can be seen in the diversity of
the January projects of art majors
— each is selected according to the
individual interests of the students.

•

thirds vote of the body that elected them.
A motion was made by Mr. Hart and
passed unanimously by the Council that we
accept Article V on the Executive Power as
follows:
Section I
The ., executive power shall be vested in
the President, of the Student Government Association , who shall be assisted by the Vice^ the ( Secretary, the Treasurer, the
President,"
Social Chairman , and the United States National Student Association Coordinator, all
of whom shall be elected according to the
rules herein and who.. . together with the
President of the Women 's Studen t League
shall hold their office for one year and shall
be the officers of the Association and the
members of the Executive Committee.
Section II
The President of the Association shall he
the President of the ' Council , but shall ha-ve
no vote unless the vote of the Council shall
be tied ; shall preside at all Association
meetings and all appropriate college # assemblies and shall ha\e the power to deliver all
resolutions and expressions of opinion of the
Council to the college administration and
the faculty and the general student body ; to
appoint committee chairmen when not otherwise specified herein and with the approval
of the Council ; to supervise the election _ of
all members of the Council for. the following
year ; to supervise the election of . officers of
the Association for the following year; to
supervise any and all referendum voting ; to
compel by loss of vote members of the
Council to attend meetings at which they are
not present at the appointed hour when hill
notice of the meeting has been given ; to
recommend the recall of any representative
failing to execute the office to which he or
she was elected ; to ask for the resignation of
any person whom he has appointed and
whom . he feels, subject to the approva l of
tho Council , is failing to execute satisfactorily
that appointed ' office ; to call special meetings of the general student body for advice
and to refer matters to a vote at the special
meetings ; to ask for the recall of any representative to two consecutive meetings and
having been duly warned, fails to attend or
send a substitute to the third meeting. He
shall from time to time give to the Council
information of the state of the Association ,
and recommend . to their consideration such
measures as he shall ju dge • necessary and
expedient; call a weekly meeting of ,th e
Council and as many meetings of the Council
as he feels necessary to enact business; Issue
an annual report to the Council, the general
student hody. the college administration , and
the faculty. He may appoint, if he wishes, a
Parliamentarian He shall be nn ex-offlcio
member of all committees and shall be
responsible for the actions of -th e Association
and the Council and shall act accordingly,
Section III
The Vice-President of tlie Association slinll
perform the duties of the President In the
event of the President 's absence or inability to
perform the duties of his office, but shall
not assume the office of the Presidency of
the Association unless the President feels thnt
he is unable to continue In the execution of
his office. T/ie Vice-President shall be nn
ex-offlcio member of all committees and shall
Issue an annual report.
Section IV
The Secretary of the Association shall attend all mcetlnfis of the Council and shall
record all proceedings nnd votes of the meetings thereof and all meetings of the Association and the student* body which may he
called . The Secretary shall - keep permanent
records of all Council meetings , all Association meetings, and all committee meetings,
nn d shall be responsible for nil the files > of

Con'omtied on Pago Irivo

Societal Tra nsitions
Discussed By Sorokin

Museum To Be
Named After
Prof- Emeritus

1 Ss3

Renowned sociologist Pitinm A. Sorokin appeared at Colby last
WATERVILLE , May, 1—A teachweek for a series of lectures and discussion sessions. The content of
ing museum at Colby College here is
those speeches can be summarized here but it would be imp ossible to to be named in honor of a professorcommunicate his ideas to one who did not attend as Mr. Sorokin com- emeritus who served the college for
municated them to his audience, for Mr. Sorokin is not only a bril- more than four decades.
The Webster Chester Museum, reliant scholar , but he is also a dynamic personality with a quick sense
cently
completed , is in the Life Scidf humor , a puzzling mixture the torch of creativity. Through this
ences
Building
on the Colby camof egotism and altruism. Politically, creativity we have been able to inpus; Dr. Chester will be the guest
. he classifies himself as a "conserva- vade, subjugate, and exploit all
of honor at a dedication dinner on
tive-Christian-anarchist" who re- other Asiatic and African people."
Friday
evening, May 3, . preceding
frained from voting in the past two But this "enormous explosion of
a
public
lecture by Dr. Frank
Presidential elections because "nei- creativity " has been responsible for
Morrison professor of biolBrown
,
ther of the candidates was quali- the fact that Asiatic man has been
ogy at Northwestern University
fied", and proposed as a qualified "stimulated
to transplant and
111. ).
candidate a group of Quakers , or transport it on their own soil to (Evanston ,
Scott, chairman of the
Allan
C.
.
Friends "not because of their reli- their own people. " "Step by step
-said, students will be
department
,
gious position but on the basis of they have reached their own creaable to work in the ne>w museum as
their ideals and ethics."
tivity. Th ey have used the results
they do ' in a laboratory. Display
of
Western research for their own
Mr. Sorokin defined three basic
cases and shelves will hold a collectypes of society. The Sensate so- purposes , and most of all , for Iter- tion of specimens for study by the
ciety is ra-tional and sensory, based ation fro m the dominance of Wesit- life sciences classes.
on the precept that there is no real- ern man. " The Eastern nations have
Professor Chester came to Colby
ity or value beyond that which the begun to reach the level of Western
in
1903 and was appointed head of ^^ /] J / *\ ¦i!/ v _v __
^^™SL ^r **2
senses perceive. In " an Ideational creativity- particularly in the fields
-He
in
1908.
department
tho
biology
culture reality is super-sensory and of science in their own way not '
retired in 1948 and resides with his
super-rational , focused on the high- ]ust the techni ques of Western man ,
wife in Waterville (56 Burleigh St.).
er order encompassed by religion but even his ideolog ies. " This- is
His
daughter, Mrs. Rebecca Larsen ,
and God. The Integral culture, part of the natural p roc ess of the
who deserve credit for their at- idea that Colby drop the National
is
the
v college's recorder.
which Mr. Sorokin considers his per- diffusion of the creative center and
Defense Education Act loans. It was
tempts , nevertheless.
When he joined the Colby faculty,
sonal ' favorite, is an integration or creativive leadership of mankind ,
As for institutions that are not well known by all concerned that
meeting of the Ideational and Sen- and underlies contemporary events the young instructor found in the in with the "ins" at Colby, frat- the controversial loyalty oath was
sate orders . It is based on the prem- and problems. It is manifested in biology departm ent little more than ernities and sororities take the on the way out, and that Colby's
ise that true reality and value "can- tho desire for political independence , seven microscopes. As-a carpenter, prize. Since intellectual feeling getting out would not speed up the
not be grasped by finite human tho growth of Eastern influence in mechanic and ingenious teacher, he across the nation is against these process. The student body, who lost
minds: ' " The culture is at once international politics , the emergence gradually improved the facilities. groups , they are being undermined forty-five thousand dollars a year ,
sensory and super-sensory, rational of the potentially great powers of The Coburn Hall fire in 1927 wiped at Colby. The officials at Colby are in that little deal were never really
but the
and super-rational. The Integral India , China , and Japan, and the out mast of his handiwork,
blatantly two-faced concerning these asked their opinion. In an important
was
of his
reconstruction
resulting
culture ia th erefore more conducive increasing discoveries and invengroups. As alumni come forth to do- decision such as that; the students
to the creation of genius since ge- tions of Eastern nations. "The sup- design.
nate money, they are constantly told were too immature ..to . consider the
nius must be able to grasp the ra- eriori ty of the West is step by step
A graduate of Colgate University,, that their groups are in no danger real .gravity of the situation, altional and the sensory and at the disappearing. Fi ghting is not im- he received an honorary Sc D. from here. But the administration , con- though the faculty had only recentsame time, see beyond them to the proving the si tu ation of the country his alma mater in 1935. His citation trolled to thegree it is by the facul- ly decided that the students were
super-rational and super-sensory- or the historical situation. " For read , in part : "He is a scholarly ty, is constantly hounding these qufte mature enough to have the
Three social orders correspond to this reason , Sorokin attacks politi- scientist hut more than this he is groups with threats and deadlines. drinking law changed. The alumni
the three cultures. The familistic cians and their "stupid game " and an influential , helpful teacher. Such
The college has reported off cam- were never consulted, or even in"omniscien t ,
society, which he terms "the nob- tho
omnipresent" men are the distinctive glory of the pus ' at different times , that frater- formed after the decision was made.
lest form of human relationship 1 . . newspapermen and columnists who liberal arts college."
nities and sororities are academically But the press releases read, "and
in which each party merges his ego also help to perpetuate the situainferior to the independent men and so Oolby has joined the ranks of
into one collective wheel , whon the tion.
CAMPUS COMMENT
women at Colby.
such superior and elite colleges as ;
joys and sorrows of one member are
Assuming that the process of inHarvard
, etc., etc."
from
Page
Three
'Continued
But they would hardly dare rethe joys and sorrows of all" is to terpenctration of cultures continues ,
Today
a't Colby, anything that
letio achievement detract from the port such lies at Colby where it is
be associated with the Ideational what is to be the future of Eastlook
like tradition on our
might
academic side of college life. Frorn a matter of record that all-fraterniaiid Integral cultures . A contractual West relationshi ps? "Shall the fuyoung
and
tradition
hungry campus
all appearances, winning teams ac- ty and all-sorority averages are alrelationshi p, represented in a Dem- ture order be a large scale eclyptic
is
being
torn
away.
There does not
tually embarass those in charge. It ways higher than the' independent
ocracy, in which there is a contract mess . . . or will it g ive rise to a
even
exist
a
Colby
spirit
in the stuappears quite reasonable that inter- averages . There is certainly no* evbetween the government and its cit- now socio-cultural system ?" Assumdent
body.
Once
in
a
while
a big
collegiate athletics, as they exist ident academic excuse io push these
izens , whore people aro still "free ing there is no "universal incinerabut
is
usually
bluff
show
is
made
,
today at Colby, may well be out of groups oUt.
and decent but tho parties don 't tion " (an assumption basic to the
dies before it is even born . The
the picture all together in at most ,
How tc do it then ? The clause
merge thoir egos and selfish inter- argument and one which he emphaten or fi fteen , years. This year's issue has been brought to the fore. school offers little or nothing socialests with each other and each tries sises repeatedly, giving; 50-50 odds
freshman class oven had to forfeit This issue has been so confused by ly. Being nearly two hundred and
to obtain as much as he can " cor- that th ere will be) Mr. Sorokin pre-'
fifty miles from a metropolitan cengames for a lack of participants.
tho administration th at even ' the
responds to tho Sensate and Inte- diets that a new system of values ,
Although not so stated , we lost members of the groups involved ter , the student must rely on Watgral cultures. The worst social sys- culture and social institu tions will
two of our varsity coaches last year hardly know whore they stand. The erville, and its one regular movie
tem , coercive, characterised by a emerge — an integral culture. !No
from lack of administrative support. administration is well aware that theater , or on the fraternities. If
rigid class system , master-slave re- one can stop tho disintegration of
The remaining staff deserves the few Colby fraternal groups of their the administration succeeds in yank- lationships, and dominated by a dic- Sonsato culture , the "Crisis of Our
commendation of everyone for stay- affiliated nationals contain discrim- ing those out , no organized social
tatorshi p or monarchy, is to he iden- Tim e" or tho "spring blades of the
.
ing at Colby under present condi- ination clauses , w r itt en in th eir lif e as such will exist at Colby.
tified with the Ideation al culture. emerging culture — a socio-order
This
i
s
th
e
roa
d
d
o
wn
which
Colb
y
tions. Tho vast majority of tho fac- constitutions , today. Tho adminisIt is in tho nature of ideas to dif- which will be neither Communistic ulty, with conscious forthough t , trat ion jus t neglects letting that seem s to be progressing. It is tho
nor Democratic , Totalitarian or Capboycotts all athletic events. The ad- f act he known. Since that issue lias road down which Colby is very ob- .
fuse , and it i s' i n th e nature of so/
italistic,
but
so
m
e
thin
g
infinit
e
l
y
ciety to change and develop. Theremissions policies havo loft Colby, in been nearly removed , the adminis- viously being aimed.
greater.
A
now
culture
is
emerging
It
is
very
interesting
to
consider
dire straits athletically, Colby lias t ration has decided to hit out at the
fo re , none of those cultures may
whi ch will h o a vari et y o f Int egral dropped from championship teams to
wh at T , as a, stud ent or as a futur e
exist permanently but each will , in
sorority policy of getting recommenculture. " Th o East and the West
,
tim e, decay and ho replaced by a
teams of below
mediocre calibre ,* but dations from alumni before pledg- alumni , can do about the situation
i
are both existing now in the "dead
With
all
ma
j
or
ar
e
as
o
f
d
e
cision
new form of society, Any of those
in g. (Tho alumni could oven bo a
¦
shells " of thoir former cultu res. But
makin g ' controlled by a group who '
cultures hav o a. limited creative
campus advisor,)
¦
tho prognosis of the future is an opdon
't want an y interf er ence, w©
fund ; .th oy emerge, r ealize, and exOf
the
ton
fraternities
at
Colby,
timistic ono.
havo no effective lino of communicahaust this creative fund. "If the
tw
o h a ve controv ersial cl auses , and tion where wo can voice our opin(For further information , see
fund were .unlimited it would amboth have ignored those clauses for ions, and it seems that pur opinount to nu omniscien t, omnipotent SOCIAL AND CULTURAL DYN*. ¦
years,
ions couldn't mean less to those in
God. When it, becomes more ex- AMICS)
It
lja
s
become
clea
rly
apparent
charge.
¦
*«-|
*^**
hausted it begins to wither. A res- ¦#'^*>^**r"+»^*^*»^^^**+^*^4 *'**^****<r*am
that tho administration- has not
Th o students have no real say in „
ponsible society faces a dilemna, —
Robort E. Daniolson , Assisboon making an issue about prin- policy. Tho can scream day and
to shift thoir creativity to a differ- tant Professor of Astronom y at
ciples as it claims , but has b oon ni ght , and somo have tr ied
, but
ent lino , oi* -disintegrate-. " Mr. SoroPrinceton University, will detrying
to got in on the act. Tho thoy gel, little moro than token rockin defines th o United States as a, liver
a looturo
on " Proj ect
h eadlines \migh fc road ,, "Colby OolOont 'inuod on Pago Fivo
dy in g Sonsato culture , Tho explo- Stratoscopo " on May fi.
logo has now joine d such superior
si on of con stru c tive and c reativ e
Dr. Daniolson , whoso special
and olito colleges as William s, etc,
soiontifio discoveries and inventions field of intorost Is Solar and
b y throwing out fraternities and
has disintegrated into a destructive planetary physios , receive d his
sorori ties."' .
sci ence nnd 'technology, At th o sam e B. S., M- S., and Ph.D. from tho .
In striving for recognition , ' our
tim e, th e Ide ational cultur e of tho University of Minnesota. Prior
active
faculty has stopped at tittlo
Eastern nations is boing influenced , t o h is appoin t ment as Research
' got attention. A few years ago
to
by tho Western Sonsato culture, ofAssociate at Princeton In 1958 ,
a smal l group of Wio faculty, oh tho
t en i m itatin g its worst aspects,
Dr. Daniolson was a looturor and
Robert
:
Danielson
pretext of principles/ initiated tho ¦i
Tho increased speed of transporta- Research Associate at tho Uniiiiiiiii
iii niBmMti.imnf i—a
t
tion and communication has result- versity of Minnesota.
:»x»:•>«>x»^<HX4»^>x->->!->*K•>->^»^<-)C->»^
ed in an in creasing intord opondonoe
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Dr. Danfolson ' s publications
nnd interaction of nations. Tho mon- Include throo papers on GeomagTai lors , Cleaners & Dyers
'•Wo Givo You Sorvlco"
j
opoly of creative leadership by Eu- netic Effects on Cosmic Rays ,
Re pairin g' and Alterations
rope and America is coining to an ono on Solar Gamma Radiation ,
! Job, Novolty & Social Printin g
j
end and spro-ading to Asiatic ormtin,' 88 Pleasant St,
on Ladles ' and Men ' s Garments j
Watorvillo
an d a series of pa pers on tho
V
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y
on lis and peoples , "For tho last 5 or Structure of Sunspots,
'
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a? Main Stroot ,
j
six centuries America has carried
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The following standing committees may be
STU-G REPORTS
firming that far-and-away the best here at the college, one reason being
appointed at the commencement of each new
Three
Continued
from
Page
administration
of the Association with leave
recorded sound came in the form of that the college editor censors all
to report by bill, or otherwise:
The
Secretary
shall
issue
an
the
Association
.
music for dancing by The Les and outgoing propaganda.
(a) Executive Committee,,1 to consist of the
annual , report, and" attend-to all correspondpressions " N were accepted by the
of the Association, and to meet in
This gradual but complete take- en ce, of the Council and preside over - the officers
Larry Elgart Orchestra.
closed session to consider the formulation and
Committee on Elections. The Secretary shall execution
public and a fresh, approach was
of the policies of the Association.
"With the appearance of one of the over of -Colby has been effected un- be responsible for posting the agenda of all
(b) Committee on Finance, to consist of
conceived by. Les. However, he kept
prior
to
each
meetday
Council
meetings
the
finest orchestras in America, and der the noses of all concerned , quite i_ng and shall notify in writing each member the Treasurer as chairman and as many other
pace with the public wants in popas he shall consider necessary, to
the promise of a large turn-out, the openly and above board. But it. is and honorary member of the Council ' that members
which committee shall be referred all prothe President of the Association has scheduled posed
ular music, and .eventually discovlegislation
and other matters relating
event should be the high-point of obvious that none of the "old a meeting. The Secretary . may choose an -asto the finances of the Association. The Comered that * his attitudes slightly
with
the
sistant
secretary
who
shall
meet
guard" saw wh at effects this would approval of the Council.
the 1963 social docket at Colby.
mittee shall recommend to the President and
anticipated theirs. This gave Les
the Council the apportionment of the Student
Section V
Letters have gone out to over 800 have on the future of the college.
Activity Fee, that recommendation to be
confidence — and he always looked
The Treasurer of the Association shall be based
upon the submitted written request and
alumni and friends of the college, Opposing members of the faculty responsible for the financial transactions of
account
use of the previous .year 's
could
forward to the day when he
the Association and shall keep full and allocation,of iftheany,
in. addition to faculty and staff . are now being forced out, " as is accurate
of any organization rerecords
of
all
transactions
of
the
get the musicians he wanted in
questing funds and whose constitution has
Students are advised to secure tick- everyone who interferes, disagrees Association and of the allocation of the heen
approved by the Council assembled . The
order to present -his own orchestra
Student Activity.Fee and of the transactions
ets as early as ^possible, since the or shows any initiative to> stop or •of all organizations receiving the financial Committee on Finance shall have made availto it all books and accounts of any
to the public, with a fresh and
support of the Association. He shall exhibit able
capacity o'f the Runnals Union is even protest what is going on.
group requesting a loan or gift, and
such records to any of the officers of the campus
popular style.
in
order
that these books and accounts can
Council
who
Association
or
members
of
the
limited to somewhat over a thousand
in
seeing
Those At us interested
reviewed properly it shall be necessary
request He shall be chairman of the Com- be
The sound of the Elgart Band is people, and a lar ge alumni r esponse
a notice for financial assistance be made
Colb y st and by it s original values mittee, on ^Finance and shall, with the ap- that
unmistakable. The sax section, led is expected. Tickets are $$4.00 A
, by the organization one week in advance of
proval
of
the
President
and
the
Council
the
actual
application to the Council.
whil e gr owin g naturall y to gr eater appoint members to that committee. He shall
(c) Committee on Elections, to consist of
by Larry, with it s unu sually wide COU'PLE, and can be purchased in
organizarequire
the
complete
records
of
all
heights- intellectually and just as im- tions receiving or wishing to receive the fi- the Secretary as chairman and as many other
range of dynamics and color ; the the Spa ' on weekdays, or from
members, as deemed necessary, which comportantly, in every other phase of nancial support - of the Council, and shall at inittee
shall conduct the election of the ofsection can be intimate, or forceful fraternity or dorm representatives.
of
the
Council
or
member
the
request
of
any
college life as well, are indeed wor- at his own discretion, investigate the financial ficers of the Association and the class officers.
The;
Committee on Elections shall also
and swinging. The Elgart brass , led
ried. If Colby continues in, its pres- records of any student organization receiving be responsible for aiding the President' in the
He
the
financial
support
of
the
Association
.
feature
of
with
its
frequent
by Les,
.
of all other campus-wide Student
ent tr end , it will , f ar fro m turning shall advise the President and the Council conduction
CAM P U S COMM E NT
Government Association voting. The Com,unison trombones, is sharp and bitshall
issue
an
anon
financial
matters
and
out the leaders of tomorrow's Am- nual report . He shall, at each meeting of the mittee on Elections, at the request of the
Continued from Page Four
ing. Avoiding piano, the b and puts
President; shall investigate any and
erica, be turning out instead tomor- Council , report on the financial state of the dent elections involving the election allof stuthe
Government
ognition.
The
Student
Associationon
the
guitar.
Most
emphasis
extra,
ihembers of the Council.
neurotic
lunatic
fringe.
row's
Section
VI
(d) Committee on Publicity, to consist of
of the arrangements are the works as it now exists is completely inefThe Social Chairman shall be chairman
It is high time that the faculty of the Social Committee He shall supervise the Secretary and as many other members as
¦
fectual.
of Charles Albertine.
all social activities of the Association and shall be considered necessary to which comThe alumni office,' whi ch should and its administration concretely the campus and shall advise the President mittee shall be , referred the publicizing of all
many
years,
For the first time m
and the Council on social matters. He shall events held by the Association
be the effective voice of the alumni declare what they are trying to do be
given a budget and shall be responsible _ (e) Committee on the • Constitution, to cona band has come along that offers
with
Colhy.
Do
they
have
any
focus
for the scheduling of all social events spon- sist of the President and as many other
on campus, is stifled, much to the
something new, and yet, has a rap- growing . dissatisfaction of alumni in their planning? By all rights the sored by the Association . He shall issue an members as he may' consider necessary to
which committee shall be referred all matters
annual report.
port with 'most of the dancing and
relating to proposed constitutional revisions,
Section Yll
who feel they have a real place in alumni and friends of Colby should
which committee shall generally concern
The United States National Student As- and
listening audiences in America.
be
informed
what
sort
df
institution
with constitutional revision.
Colby, and the position o'f that ofsociation Coordinator of the Association shall itself
(f)
Social Committee, to consist of the
be responsible to the President of the Associa- Social Chairman
Toted the Number One Dance fice today is one of raising money, they are helping to build by their tion
and as many other members
on all matters concerning the United as shall be considered
necessary, to wh ich
Band in America- by the National and not opinions or suggestions. donations and personal sacrifices. States National Student Association. He shall committee shall be referred
all matters rebe
the
chairman
of
the
committee
on
the
They
should
be
told
in
cold
down-tolating to the holding of Social events of the
Ballroom. Association Poll, The Les Alumni ha ve been pushed out of
United States National Student Association ¦Association.
shall issue an annual report and all
and Larr y Elgart Orchestra was nearly every effective position in- earth terms rather thai? the tired and
(g) Committee on the United States Naother reports requested by the President of
idealistic
phrases
which
have
been
tional Student Association, to consist, of the
also chosen as ' the Number One Colby's administrative affairs.
the Council .
United
State's National Student Association
Section VIII
The ' Board • of Trustees pretty so tirelessly and mercilessly thrown
Orchestra by the Associated Press.
Coordinator as chairman , the President of
The President of the Women's Student
_ Association and as many other members
In person , The Elgart Orchestra much follows the faculty's-lead. It out of late, and having been so in- league, in the execution of her office, shall the
as is considered necessary to which committee
formed
these
peop
le
must
d
ec
id
e
do what is necessary and proper in coordinat- shall be referred all . matters concerning the
,
lives up to their nominations. They seems to be an ineffectual organ ,
ing the role of the Women's Student League United States Student Association.
manage to keep the dance floor but its members are good support- whether Colby is worthy of their ¦with the Colby College Student Government
(h) Committee on Academic Life, to conAssociation.
support.
sist of as many members as it shall be concrowded at all times with sensible ers of Colby, at least financially.
A motion was made by Mr. Strong and sidered necessary, -which committee shall
Respectfully,
tempos and a nostalgic repertoire .
There seems to be no way to iapassefd unanimously by the Council to accept work with the faculty and administration in
Article Vll on committees as follows:
A
Senior
form<the
alumni
o'f
the
situation
Continued on Page Seven
Section I .
Recently, a leading national magazine reported : that the founders of
the nation's most acclaimed dance
band , also seemed to have a
monopoly on high-fidelity fans, con-

SESQUICENTENNIAL
Continued from Page One
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Bates First; Mules Top
Brande is and Norwich

Colby's varsity track team , using freshmen for the first time3 beat
out Brandeis and Norwich for runnerup honors behind powerful
Bates in Saturday 's quadrangular meet at Seaverns Field. Four field
records were broken and another tied.
The favored Bobcats romped to victory with 97 l/z points, while the
Mules., Jud ges, and Cadets waged a thrilling battle for second place.

Colby finished with 31Yz. Brandeis
had 27%. Norwich trailed with
19V2 .
Coaeh Ken "Weinbel' s Mules
turned in an impressive performance
as freshmen tallied 16 points to aid
a small group of varsity veterans in
Colby's opening meet of the season.
Freshman Dich Gilmore was high
scorer for Colby, picking up eight
points in winning the Hop-SkipJump and placing second in the
Broad Jump.
Veteran Dan Politica won the
Discus and placed third in the Shot
Put to capture seven points for the
Mules .
Olney White, another Colby veteran, took a second in the 100-yard
dash and finished third in the 220
for five points.
Captain Roger Jeans, former Waterville High distance star, placed
third in the mile and fourth in the
two-mile. .Besides Gilmore, freshmen scoring for Colby were Barclay
Below, third High Hurdles ; Ken
. Astor , third Shot Put ; Ben Green,
third Javelin ; Peter Densen, fourth
Pole Vault ; Ed Mowry, fourth
Javelin.
Eecord times were ' made in the
Mile and Two Mile by Bates star
Finn Wilhemso-n. His time of 4 :31.8
in the mile bettered that mark by
one second off the previous record,
and posted 1:57.1 in the 880. The
old time was 1:59.1.
\
In the High Hurdles, Allen Harvie of Bates tied the record time of
15.4 seconds.
The win was the second in as
many starts for Bates.
This was the second time in two
years that th© Mules have received
permission to use freslimen in varsity encounters. In a, 1961 State
Series football game against Bates,
. the Mules were hard-hit by injuries.
Tlie college, therefore, allowed eight
freshmen to dress for the game.
Tho recent change will remain in
effect for the balance of the season,
it has been announced by the
school 's administration. The Mules
have two meets left : at Brandeis
tomorrow, and the State Meet here,
on May 11,
Summary of tho meet :
100 - 1. Williams (Bn,) ; 2. White
(0) ; 3. Wohrwoin (N) ; 4. Perkins
(Br). Time 10:03.
220 - Williams (Ba) ; 2. Ford
(Ba) ; 3. White (C> j 4, Perkins
(Br). Time 23.2
440 - 1, Gastonguay ' (Br) ; 2.
Goldschmidt (Br) ; 3, Ford (Ba) j
4, Binnowog (Ba) . Time: 1,00 .
• 880 - 1. Gastonguay (Br) ; 2.
Graves (Ba) ; 3. Florman (Br) j 4.
Moyn (Ba), lime 1:17.1
Mile - 1. Wilhomson (Ba) ; 2.
'
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Florman (Ba) ; 3. Jeans (C) ; 4.
Silverberg (Ba) .
Two-Mile - 1. Wilhemson (Ba) ;
2. Silverberg (Ba) ; 3. Trufant
(Ba) ; Jeans (C). Time 9:46.5.
Low Hurdles - 1. Harvie (Ba) ; 2.
LaVallee (Ba) ; 3. Planchon (Ba) ;
4. Oleson (Ba) . Time 26.02
High Hurdles - 1. Harvie (Ba) ;
2. LaVallee (Ba)- ; 3. Below (C) ;
4. Edry (Br). Time 15.4.
Pole Vault - 1. Hiller (Ba) j 2.
Oleson (Ba) , Kramer (Ba) ; Densmore (C) ; Healey (N). Ht., 10 ft.,
6 in.
Broad Jump - 1. Williams (Ba) ;
2. Gilmore (C) ; 3. Planchon (Ba) ;
4. Goldschmidt (Ba) . Dist. 21 ft.,
6 in.
Hop, Skip, Jump -. 1. Gilmore
(C) ; 2. Gastonguay (Br) ; 3. Harkness (Ba) ; 4. Curtis (Ba) . Dist.
40 ft. 9 in.
Hammer - 1. Bradley (N) ; 2.
BCurtis (Ba) ; 3. Harrison (Ba) ;
4. Pangbum (Ba) . Dist. 145 ft., 9%
inches.
Javelin - 1. Curtis (Ba) ; 2 . Marabelle (N) ; 3. Green (C) ; 4. Mowry (C). Dist. 193 ft., 1%. in.
Shot - 1. Bradley (N) ; 2. Politica
(C) ; 3. Astor (C) ; 4. Sauer <Ba) .
Dist. 44 ft., 6 in.
Discus - '1. Politica (C) ; 2. Sawyer (N) ; 3. Stockwell (Ba) ; 4. Davis (Ba) . Dist. 125 ft. , 10 in.
High Jump - 1. Bowditch (Ba) ;
2. Springer (Br) and Williams
(Ba) ; 4, Bohlin (N) . Ht: 6 ft. 1%
in.
STATE SERIES SPRING
STANDINGS
State Series Spring: Standing as of
Monday a.m., April 29
BASEBALL
Colby
1 - 0
0 - 0
Maine
0 - 0
Bowdoin
0 - 1
Bates
GOLF
2 - 0
Bates
Maine
o - 0
Colby
0 - 1
Bowdoin
0 * 1
TENNIS
Bowdoin
1 - 0
Bates
1 - 1
Maine
o - 0
Colby
0 - 1

Netmen Nettled
As Bates Glides l
To Win, 8-1
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Miss Margaret Boyd, well-known
English lacrosse expert, is visiting
the United States as tie guest o-f
the U.S. Lacrosse Association and
came to Colby College to conduct a
clinic for players in Maine on Tuesday, April 30, ' from 2-4 p.m. She
spent one week only ia the Boston
area and came here through arrangements made by Mrs . Marjorie
Bither of the Women's Physical Education Department.
Miss "Maggie" Boyd," as she is
known by a great many people in
the United States and England , has
played lacrosse in England as a
sc h ool player and , then a club player,"' and as captain of the English
Lacrosse Team. She has been the
primary mover in introducing and
encouraging the playing of women 's
lacrosse in the U.S. LACROSSE
PLAYING AND COACHING, writ,
ten by Miss Boyd and published 5n
this country hy A.S. Barnes in 1959,
is one of the few good books written
for women's lacross .
The Women 's P.E, Department
has offered lacrosse as part of its
phys. ed. program since 1955. Although women's, lacrosse is little
known in Maine, every year we have
a few superior players who come usually from the Philadelphia-Baltim ore area, where lacrosse is tlie
leading spring sport.
Ann Stair Willitums, Wayne,
Pennsylvania, '65, is the lacrosse
manager for the Women 's Athletic
Association. With the assistance of
board members, she helped to complete arrangements for Miss Boyd's
visit.
There were 112 students from the
University of Maine, Bates College,
O-ipe Elizabeth, Orono, Old Town,
Scarborough, and Lawrence High
School participating, Miss Boyd
was a dynamic instructor and made
the a fternoon a profitable and exciting one. It is hoped that more high
schools will introduce this excellent
,
game.
.
We consider ourselves very fortunate to have had this opportunity
to have Miss Boyd come to Maine.

Colby at Whales Courts Saturday,
8 to 1.
Only White Mulos win came in
the third doubles match. Harvey
Hylev and Bill Foxman defeated
Dick Dano-wsky ani Al Williams,
6-3, 2-6 and 6-4.
Jain Wallach, Bobcat No, 1 man,
remained unbeaten. Ho downed Jack
Moohem , 6-1, 6-2. Wallach, a junior , and Bob Thompson, a freshman , stayed unbeaten as a doubles
combine. Thoy took Meehenri and
Jim Crawford, 6-2, 6-2.
Other results :
Singles : Thompson ddf . Crawford,'
4-6, 6-0, 6-4.;. Jira, ' Corey def. Kim
Snow, 6-0,. 6-1?"George Boobo def.
Reprint from Waterville Sentinel Poto-French 6-2. 0-1; John Wilson
Bates' tennis toam won its fourth def. Davo Anderson 6-8, 8-6, 6-2 ;
match in fivo trios and evened its Jim Dodds def. Hylor, 6-4, 3-6,
state series record at 1-1 by heating 6-4.

BOWL WHERE YOUR FRIENDS

Uppe r Main St

English Lacrosse Golby Bats Explode
Teacher * Conducts
UNH Shattered
Successful Oleic Bates.
A powerful bitting Colby nine bombed Bates and U.N.H. while

Waterville

]

j
j

i

loosing a. squeaker to Providence last week. A Colby batter made a
non-stop trip of the bases in each of the three games. Bruce Waldman
and Dick Bonalewicz hut grand slarnrners, and Charlie Carey cleaned
the bases of a runner on his home run.
'
Bruce Waldman's drive over the left center fence sparked Colby's

7-2 trouncing of Bates in the State Mules wrapped up the game. "106
Series opener on April 24 at Coomhs winner for Colby was Lowell and
Field. Also greatly responsible for the loser for U.N.H. was Klinasewthe Mule victory was _pitcher Ken ski.
Stone who pitched a five-hitter.
This victory kept the Mules in
The Bobcats took an early one- the thick of the battle for NCAA
run lead in the first inning when playoff honors, making their record
Bill Davis reached home on a sacri- 6-2. To help the rather effective
fice bunt by Spector ancl a sacrifice Wintin-trained nine in this departfly by John Yuskis. This was the ment are Dick Bonalewicz, batting
last time that Bates wa,s to enjoy a .452 with 12 EBP s; Bruce Waldlead, however, for ) with two men on man , .433 and-9 RBI'sj Charlie Carin the N bottom of the same'i nning, rey, .364 and 12 RBT's j and Bill
Charlie Carey sent a sizzling line Leighton batting .333. These first
drive into right center- past Bates three men give Colby three of the
pitcher Tom Preeman's ear. The top hitters in New England base, \
shot noticeably rattled 3?reeman, for ball. •
'
in the bottom of the second inning,
Waldman iced the hall game with
For a great number of Negroes
his four-run homer. Prior to Wald- ! in Mississi ppi , rendered homeman's blast, consecutive singles by less or jobless as a result of their
Kreideweis, Stone, and Leighton struggle to gain the rights they
loaded the bases .
,
are entitled to by our ConstituThe Mules added their last run in tion , the onl y source of sustenthe fourth - inning -when Stone ance conies from private organwalked - went to third, on an error izations. . For this reason , the
by Lanza and went home on Free- ; Colby chapter of the Northern
man 's wild throw to first trying to Student Movement js spons oring
pick off Bill Leighto>n, who had a clothin g drive, with the items
reached there on a fielder 's choice. gathered to be sent to these
Bates got its final ruin in the fifth brave but destitute families.
inning when, with the bases loaded, Your contributions
when the
Davis scored on a double play ball Chi-O 's come around Saturday
hit by Vandersea.
afternoon will be greatl y appreStone was the winning pitcher, ciated. Almost any kind of clothfive strike-outs over the nine in- ing will be useful.
nings. This gave hinn his second
strai ght win of the season. Tom
Freeman was the losirtg pitcher, being relieved in the seventh inning
by Ted Kryznowek, who was relieved by Ted Seal.
The Mules seemed to be on their
way to another victory against Providence on April 26 at Providence, The Colhy Golf Team split last
but lost in the bottom of the ninth week's action losing to Bates 4-3
inning. This loss brolce a five-game and beating B.TJ. 4-3.
winning streak for the Blue and A change in the site of the Bates
game on April 23 from Waterville to
White nine.
Lewiston
caused two regular players
The losing pitcher for Colby was
to miss the match while a third
Boss and tho winning pitcher for
starter joined the first two in havProvidence was Coyle, who came in
ing to remain on the Hill for hour
relief of starter Trull when Colby
exams.
Thus without Sagalyn , Mc- •
threatened in the seventh frame, .
Nabb and Meir, Colby substitutes
After tho frustrating loss a/b Pro- Dana Abbott , &tevo ,Vv*oeks and Tom
vidence tho nest day tho Colby nine Carney participated. Keeping in
stunned tlie University of New mind that these boys were called in
Hampshire, as Dick Bonalewicz -fm'oh.a short notice, they did a. fine
drove in seven of th-e team 's eight jo>b. -' Coach Holt commented that
runs in an 8-2 victory.
Dana Abbott , a sophomore, did a
. New Hampshire scored first with fine job winning his match, Other
two runs in the fi rst inning, and winners for Colby were JWchardson
then Mr. Bonalewicz took over. and Fonn whom Coach Holt praised
Bonney tripled hom e two runs in for shooting suoh n consistent; game
the fourth inning to» tie tho score , in tho snow that fell during the
In the fifth inning ho killed any match.
U.N.It . hopes for victory whon ho Pour days later at tho Watarvillo
slammed a home run off U.N.H. Country ' Club tho Mules defeated
pitcher Klinasowski with the \lmses Boston Universi ty 4-8, Winners for
loaded. With another run in the tho BIuo and White wore MoE-Tabb,
fifth and the last in tlie seventh Sngalyn , Lapides and Meyer (the
(driven in by Bo>nalowici0 , tho last two by default) .
, ,

Golfers Beat BU
Drop To Bates
During Snowstorm
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STRIDER SPEAKS
Continued from Page Five
number of active Board committees.
These committee's may meet anywhere from once or twice to sis
or eight y time in the course of* a
year. The Executive Committee dispusses all matters of policy. The
Educational Policy Committee of
the Board has devoted a great deal
of ^its attention to the feasibility of
expanding -the size of the college,
and is currently engaged , in concert with the Budget and Finance
Committee, in a study of an appropriate faculty-student ratio!. The Investment Committee, which meets
probably more frequently than most
others , advises the administration
and the investment counsel retained
by the college on the handling of
the endowment portfolio. The Building and Grounds Committee works
closely with the Administrative Vice
President and the Superintendent of
Building and Grounds in all matters
affecting the physical plant. There
are other committees, such as Honorary Degrees , Development, and
Planning.
The Colby Board of Trustees is
unusual in that among the membership of its working committee there
are a number of individuals who are
not trustees. They hold the title of

NOW OPEN
THE FAMILY
KITCHEN
ALL UNDER $1.00

Serving
FIVE SPECIALS DAILY
For
COLBY STUDENTS
Also
A GOOD LINE OF PIZZAS
Moh . - Sat. 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
116 Main St.
Waterville

Fellows of Colby College. Some of effect in any fiscal year the budget
the Fellows are former trustees who must be approved first by the Budhave rotated off the Board, some get and Finance Committee and
are active alumni , some are simply then by the Board.
friends of the college who are willFinally, the role of the Board of
ing, to help ns in this important fa- Trustees -in fund raising is , of
shion.
course, a tremendous one. The range
The trustees are dedicated people of personal and professional associar
who I support and assist the college tion of the members of our Board,
in more ways than almost anyone who represent a considerable georealizes , simply as a contribution to graphical area , is very broad. Memthe college and to education in gen- bers of the Bo-ard . have • not only
eral. Trustees serve without remun- been generous in their philanthropy
eration of any kind , and th e work to the college, some of them in an
they do for the college is a labor unusually distinguished way, but
of immeasurable devotion and loyal- they have also been able to acquaint
ty for which they cannot possibly us with other individuals throughout, the country who might potenbe repaid.
tially
become benefactors of the colTo sum up generally the role of
'
lege.
the Board of Trustees , I would simColby has been fortunate throughcould have authorization from the
out
its history in having had at the
ply echo what has occasionally been
crucial
times a Board with Vision
pointed out. It is not the function
and
courage
as well as selfless devoof the Board to '' run the college. "'
tion
to
the
college. Our good forTlieir function is to see that the coltune
continues
in this present day.
lege is being well run and to give
such assistance and advice toward
STU-G REPORTS
that end as the administration may
Continued from Page Four
seek or as tlie Board may think apto academic matters directly affecting
propriate. The Board of Trustees regard
the student body.
(i) Committee , an Class Development, to
chooses the President and vests in
consist of the presidents of the three upper
him authority to make decision's and classes and the chairman of the Freshman
Committee, the president of the senior
to delegate the power to make de- Interim
class being chairman , to which committee
cisions to others of the staff in or- shall he referred all matters concerning the
c la sses , and which committee shall investigate
der to insure the finest kind of ed- from time to time the general state of the
to do whatever is necessary and
classes
ucation that the resources of the proper and
in that capacity, subject to the apcollege can provide. You will notice proval of the Council
(j) Committee on Buildings and Grounds,
at Commencement that, whereas which committee shall concern itself with
h e physical plarit and traffic regulations of
the faculty votes to 2-ecoramend the tthe
college.
graduating seniors for degrees , the
(k) Committee on the Student Governfinal vote granting them must come ment Association Handbook to be under the
genera l direction of the President and to be
fro m the Board , and it is by the responsible for the publication of the handwhich shall be distributed at the beginauthority of the Board that the book
ning of the year.
President confers the degrees at the
(1) Committee on Freshman Welcoming,
consist of as rnany members of the Council,
graduation exercises, Tlie President , to
the general student body, the faculty, , and the
on the advice of appropriate faculty administration as shall be considered necessary, which committee shall work closely
and staff members , recommends ap- with the appropriate administrative officials
; the college and which committee shall
of
pointments and promotions , but the continue
to function as the goverance of the
Board quite properly must approve Freshman Class until the election of the
Freshman Interim Committee.
th em. The financial officers of the (m) Committee on Athletic Life, -which
shall concern itself , with athletic
college prepare , in consultation with committee
events.
' .
the President, the intdget of the
college, but before it can go into
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Marsha Palmer emphasized that the combined Boards provide for more coordination
between the two sides of campus. On the
legislation check, she thought that if 72
people care enough to sign a petition to
bring up a < point before . the Board, there
should be a means of so doing,
A discussion then followed on' the methods
of choosing the Judiciaries, especially the
men's Judiciary which is chosen secretly.
Miss Palmer said .that this might be the crux
of the controversy over the Article and suggested the present motion be voted down and
Article TV rewritten. It was also pointed out
that the combined Judicial Board is already
part of the Student Government constitution
and that the council could only- vote to
eliminate it!
A motion was made by; Mr. Schoeman to
accent section III above including in it the
provisions that Men 's Judiciary be selected
in the same fashion . However , it was suggested that the motion be voted down and
any further discussion on the Judiciaries be
conducted at a later date, when both the
Men 's and Women's Chief Justice are jpresent.
The motion was defeated by a vote of 1-9.
A motion was made by Miss Koch and
passed by a vote of 10-1 that Article IV be
written with the advice of the two Chief
Justices to include the combined Judicial
Board Constitution.
ARTICLE III — Legislative
A motion was made by Mr . Albertson to
accept Article III, sections 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
as follows:
Section I
All legislative power shall be vested in
the Council which shall consist of the seven
officers, the four class presidents , a representative From each inAp np nAp nt m#.n*« r1r»rm_
itory and each fra ternity, and two representatives from each women's dormitory
Section II
Each member of the Council shall have
one vote except for the President who shall
only vote in the event of a fie . In the event
of the duplication of membership on the
Council , the individual elected to the office
having a vote on the Council shall be the
voting representative from the original group
and shall delegate his or her voting right for
the second office to the second highest officer
of the organization thereof.
Section III
, The President of the Association shall preside at all Council meetings.
Section IV
There shall be a regular -weekly meeting
of the Council , and as many other Council
meetings as the President may find necessary
for the formulation and execution of policy.
Section V
A majority of the Council shall constitute
a quoru m to do business '
Section VI
The Council shall have the power to collect
and classify opinions of the student .body
and to formulate legislation governing the
entire student body:
To vote on committee appointments ;
To inquire .into the election of any member
of the Council but not to make any rule concerning the term of office of any member of
the Council ;
To determine the allocation of the Student
Activity fee;
To decide a question of recall ;
To select the Men's Judiciary ;
To review the activities of student organizations and to recommend to the Administrative Committee of the college that
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(n) Committee on Cultural Life, which
committee shall concern itself with the cultural events of the Association ,
Section II — Reports
A written committee report shall be submitted by each committee chairman to the
Secretary of the Association before the election of the new officers .of the Association;
arid , shall be kept on file with all the Council
files and must be accessible at all times to
Association members.
Section III
The 'President and the Vice-President of
the Association shall be ex-officio members
of all committees, the President being exofficio chairman of all . those committees of
which he is not the specified chairman.
A motion was made by Miss Mattison that
we accept Article IV on the Judiciary as
follows : ARTICLE IV — Judicial
' Section I
All judicial power shall be vested in the
two judiciaries , the Men 's Judiciary and the
Women's Judiciary.
Section II
The Men's Judiciary shall be selected by
the male members of the Council in the
Spring of the year at which time three members of the freshmen men 's division shall be
appointed. .
Each member shall serve for three years
or until a successor has been selected by the
Council
'
The chief justice shall be elected by and
from the Men 's Judiciary subject to the approval of the President and the Council.
Tlie Men's J udiciary shall have the power
to act in an advisory capacity to the Dean
of Men on matters pertaining to the discipline of students in the men's division;
and to revise leg islation of the Inter-Fraternity
Council as that legislature generally affects
the students.
Section III
In the selection of the Women 's Judiciary,
six women from each of the present freshman , sophomore and junior classes shall be
nominated by the women 's student body.
Every girl shall nominate th ree girls from
her class. Interested girls may have their
names placed on a nomination list by informing the Chief Justice of their desire to run .
This list will be placed by the ballot box
when nominations arc made. Qualified girls
not on the list may be nominated. »
In the selection of the Chief Justice, _ the
combined Student League Board and Judicial
Board shall nominate ten girls from ¦ the
j unior class who shall be interviewed by the
Dean of Womeni the Chief Justice, and the
President of the Student League. Three girls
shall then be selected and their names shall
be placed on the ballot to be voted on by the
women's division.
The Women 's Judiciary shall have the
power to act in an advisory capacity to the
Dean o f Wo m en on ' matters perta ining to the
discipline of students in the women 's division ; and to review legislation of the Women's Student League and the Pauhellenic
Council as that legislation generally affects
the ' students .
A discussion on the combined Judicial
Board followed. Jean Martin , in expressing
her views on the combined Judicial , said
the board has three functions: 1) to review
cases on appeal from the lower board ; 2)
to review Student Government legislature ; 3)
lo act on offenses in violation of the honor
system and traffic code. She. added that the
main need for the combined Board is for
appea l, but also tliat a check is needed, as
in any government , on the legislation,
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Combine summer stud y and rec reation In the
stimulating climate of one of our countr y's finest
vacation regions , Graduate and under graduate
\
programs at Orono and Portland. Outstanding
faculty with nationally known visitin g lecturers.
.. .
Conferences , institutes , workshops , assemblies
and tours. Special pro grams of recreation and
, ¦ enter tainment. Enjoy Maine ' s famous lakes , sea-

shore resorts , and mountains. Excellent opportunity for teachers and under graduates to earn
college credits during summer vacation ,
-^
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THREE-WEEK SESSION, June 27 — July 5
SIX-WEEK SESSION, July 8 —- Aug. 16
THREE-WEEK SESSION, Aug. 19 —- Sept. 6

For detailed information write to:
DIRECTOR OF SUMMER SESSIONS, Box 25, Univer s i ty of Maine , Orono , Me.
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New Members of
MEN'S JUDICIARY
i Junior:

' '
Nominees for the
CONDON MEDAL are :
Polly French
/
Wes Miller

'

Kenneth Nye

Freshmen : Lawrence

Byron Petratus
Eckel

Ken Robbins
Ann Quirion

Richard Gilmore

Lloyd White
Seniors vo te , Monday, May 6.
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A motion was made by Mr. Schoeman at
Ill, IV V and VI revising the clause on
the Judiciary to read: To select the.JMen 's 4 :45 p m. to adj ourn the" meeting and was
in accordance with the provisions passed unanimously by the Council.
Continued from Page Seven
. Judiciary
herein. The Council passed this motion
Respectively submitted,
the constitution oi charter of any organiza- unanimously.
C. Sewall
tion be revoked for failure to. comply with the
spirit arid letter of this constitution;
To approve by a two-thirds vote of the
„.
<
_
membership of the Council the constitutions i ;,
.
^
^
^^
and all subsequent constitutional revision of
any campus organization ;
To do what is necessary and proper for
carrying into execution the foregoing powers.
An amendment was made by Mr. Geltman i
\
to delete the provision on the selection of the
TRIPLE SPACE SHOW
Judiciary in Section VI. It was suggested that \
Alfred Hitchcock 's
this amendment be voted down. This amendMARRIED
A
MONSTER
"I
" THE BIRDS"
ment was defeated by a vote of 3-8. A motion was "then made by Mr. Lockwood to
FROM
OUTER
SPACE"
starri ng
.
sections
II,
accept
Article
III,
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Good Luck Dr. Suss and Cast

Natalie Wood
in
" SPLENDOR IN THE
GRASS"
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Last week we discussed England , the first stop on the tour of
Europe thak every American college student is going to make
this summer. Today we will take up your next stop—France ,
or the Pearl of the Pacific , as it is generally called.
To get from England to Prance, one greases one's body and
swims the English Channel. Similarly, to get from France to
Spain , one greases one's body and slides down the Pyrenees.
And , of course, to get from France to Switzerland , one greases
one's body and wriggles through the Simplon Tunnel . Thus, as
you can see, the most important single item to take to Europe
is a valise full of grease.
No, I am wrong. The most important thing to take to Europe
is a valise full of Marlboro Cigarettes—or at least as many as
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HOW TO SEE EUROPE
FOR ONLY $300 A DAY: NO. 2
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FREE DELIVERY
FOR GOD AND
FOR COL BY STUDENTS
In
Water ville Across From
TR 3-4372
Chez Paree
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YARN SHOP
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And Hit Number 3

" AMAZING COLOSSAL MAN"

Both in Color
Ephriam Zimbalist , Jr.
and
Shelly Winters
in
" THE CHAPMAN REPORT"

DENIMS AND TARPOONS
FOR "WRAP AROUN D SHIRTS"
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Rod Taylor
Jessica Tandy
" -.
Susan Pleshette
and
Tippi Hedren
in Color -

plus in color
" THE TIME MACHINE"

FEDERAL DEPOSIT
; INSURANCE. CORPORATION j

Quality Service - 1 Hour Sen/ice
For your convenience will deliver
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Sunday, May 12th , Is Mother 's Day
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MOTHERS ARE IN STYLE ...
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In this month of special tribute to Mother,
we dedicate ourselves to the belief that
every Mother needs a bit of glamour in her life.
Whether they're girlishly young, or keepi ng their
ages a well-guarded secret ...all mothers love
a gift that's feminine, fabulous and full of the fashion
tradition that makes us their favorite store all year long. -
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the customs regulations -will allow. And if by chance you should
run out of Marlboros in Europe , do not despair. That familiar
red and white Marlboro package is as omnipresent in Europe
as it is in all fifty of the United States. And it is the same
superb cigarette you find at home—the same pure white filter ,
the same zestful, mellow blend of tobaccos preceding the filter.
This gem of the tobacconist's art, fchis prodigy of cigarette
engineering, was achieved by Marlboro's well-known research
team—Fred Softpack and Walter Fliptop—and I, for one, am.
grateful.
But I digress. We were speaking of France—or the Serpent of
the Nile, as it is popularly termed.
Let us first briefly sum up the history of France. The nation
was discovered in 1066 by Madame Guillotine. There followed
a series of costly wars with Schleswig-Holstein, the Cleveland
Indians, and Jean Jacques Rousseau. Stability finally came to
this troubled land with the coronation of Marshal Foch, wha
married Lorraine Alsace and had three children :Flopsy, Mopsy» /
and Charlemagne. This later became known asthe Petit Trianon.
" Marshal Foch—or the Boy Orator of the Platte, as le was
affectionately called—was succeeded by Napoleon , who introduced shortness to France. Until Napoleon the French were .
, the tallest nation in Europe. After Napoleon most Frenchmen
were able to walk comfortably under card tables. This later
became known as the Hunchback of Notre Dame.
Napoleon , after his defeat by Credit Mobilier, was exiled to
Elba, where he made the famous statement, "Able was I ere I
mvr Elba." This sentence reads the same whether you spell it
forward or backward. You can also spell Marlboro backward—
Oroblram. Do not, however, try to smoke Marlboro ba ckward
because that undoes all the pleasure of tho finest cigarette made,
Af ter Napoleon's death,the French people fell into a great fit
of melancholy, known as the Louisiana Purchase. For over a
century everyone sat around mopin g and' refusing bis food,
This torpor was not lifted until "Eiffel built his famous tower,
whioh made everybody giggle bo hard that today France is the
gayest country in Europe.
.
Each night the colorful natives gather at sidewalk cafes and
ehout ."Oo-Io-la r? as Maurice Chevalier promenades down tho
Champs Elyseea swinging his malaoca cane^ Then , tired but
happy, everyone goes to th e Louvre for bowls' of onion soup.
The principal industry of France is, cashing travellers checks.
Well sir, I guess that's all you need to know about Trance,
Next week we will visit the Land of the Midnight Sun—Spain. ;
1

<lt) 1003 Mas BUulranB

Next week, every week, the beat cigarette you can buy th * \

whole world over ie f ilter-tipp ed Mar lboros—sof t pack or ¦
".
Flip-Top box—you get a lot to like.

